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Not every house is lavish and magnificent. Of course, every one dreams of having a huge house but
sometimes one has to make do with normal sized house. Normal sized houses are a reality of city-
life as cities do not have a lot of space and not everyone can afford to buy lavish houses that are
rare and extremely expensive.

Small houses do not have very big kitchen spaces. Usually small houses have a one wall-kitchen
space. Flats and urban apartment dwellers have to make do with a one-wall kitchen. However, a
one-wall kitchen isnâ€™t about losing comfort but it is about modernizing houses. One-wall kitchens are
accommodative and in fact make the cooking space look expansive and airy.

Although these kitchens can accommodate all of what one requires for comfortable cooking, these
kitchens may not have enough space to accommodate things like refrigerators and coffee table etc.
So, the trick to make a one-wall kitchen look functional, effective and unique would include having a
proper storage space, comfortable cooking space, a nice seating space and a beautiful dÃ©cor.

Install decorative laminates in order to boost the overall dÃ©cor and feel of the space. Making sure of
installation of interesting laminates would help you merge the dÃ©cor of the room attached to the
kitchen along with the kitchen space itself. A countertop at the side or may be at the center of the
space can serve as a space to be utilized for cooking preparation as well as a space to be utilized
for eating. One can always have comfortable seats around the countertop to make the area more
functional.

It would be wise to consider in a one-wall kitchen include using compact appliances and good
storage spaces. Also, using movable islands to create additional workspaces, with built-in cabinets
and drawers which offer a good workspace and dining area where one can easily sit and relax with
oneâ€™s family even when one is cooking is an amazing idea!

To keep spice and ingredients used for cooking, you can try to fix in a rack or go in for installation of
best laminates available in the market within the cooking range in your kitchen. Hooks and shelves
can also be used to hang as well as store the cooking tools within reach.

Think, plan and then execute the dÃ©cor and design of your one-wall kitchen space. You need to pay
attention to the sink size, drawers, kitchen accessories, modular storage, pull-out dustbin, cutlery
drawers to incorporate a kitchen dÃ©cor thatâ€™s space saving.  Flip through the laminates catalogue
and then choose whatâ€™s best for your kitchen.
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Visit Newmika to buy the a best laminates possible. Research and exploreâ€¦opt for the best laminate
solutions for your homes and offices.
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